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1 ABSTRACT 

Post occupancy evaluation is time consuming and captures an incomplete picture of site use over 
time. Few firms invest in assessment of their built works and designers too often miss valuable 
lessons that could be learned from seeing how sites are used, maintained, and impacted by (or 
placing impacts on) local context. Existing digital systems lack the granularity of recording human 
behaviors capable through in-person assessment and are unable to capture observed mood, 
interaction, and socialization of site occupants. Meanwhile, in-person evaluation does not offer a 
complete analysis of a site across all hours of the day and is missing granular environmental and 
historical data to determine influences on human behavior.  
This project demonstrates the early stages of an artificial intelligence (AI) based camera vision 
system, capable of tracking individuals through designed space, while using consumer-grade 
hardware. This system differs from those currently available as it uses multiple cameras at different 
angles, distances, and fields of view, to offer more complete site coverage without typical occlusion, 
lighting, or perspective distortion issues. Additionally, data collected avoids the realm of privacy 
concerns and can track individuals without recording personally identifying information. Tracking 
data can then be analyzed through both automated and manual methods (for validation purposes) 
to determine underlying patterns of use, impacts of spatial and programmatic elements, and 
influences of environmental conditions on site behavior. 
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2 INTRO & BACKGROUND

Computer technology has a profound impact on design process, production, construction, and 
administration. For example, digital drafting methods ease document editing and inter-office 
communication when compared with traditional non-digital methods. Designers are entering a new era of 
digital opportunity as artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms become more robust and 
translatable to design processes and professions. Landscape architects have rarely taken, or been 
provided, the opportunity to contribute to the tools that have become ubiquitous in the day-to-day aspects 
of design. This has resulted in the profession forcing tools to fit the demands of practice instead of 
working with specialized tools and systems crafted for landscape architectural analysis, design, 
documentation, and management.  
Design professions continue to be influenced by technological innovation, including automated 
algorithms, processes, and workflows. Parametric modeling allows for rules-based iteration and form 
generation to occur with minimal designer oversight, leading to custom generated design options and 
analysis processes. While the ultimate product of these processes can and have been produced through 
traditional methods across decades of design work, digital systems have sped design workflows, 
construction detailing, and administration. Students and practitioners alike have become increasingly 
accepting, and in some cases reliant, on digital processes, trusting data and results from algorithmic 
analysis and design. The merits of this (often blind) trust is open for debate and requires further study, but 
the increasingly dominant role of digital systems in both academia and professional practice is clear. 
Designers have always used data to inform and influence design decisions. This data has increased in 
complexity from the basics of client input and programming, to “design with nature” principles, to 
sociology driven concepts in post-modern and new urbanist design. Systems analysis at multiple scales 
are more available and more robust than ever through GIS and geodesign principles. As a result, today’s 
desire for automation, especially in collaboration and construction operations, has required a seemingly 
exponential increase in data required to perform design tasks. Designers can find themselves paralyzed 
in the design process due to a lack of data to input into a system or during attempts to design systems 
that are not yet ready for such detail. Additionally, young designers are often overwhelmed by either (or 
both) incomplete or too much data, resulting in misguided solutions or incomplete work. This Is not to say 
that data is inherently bad, but it takes time and experience to be able to filter through information to what 
is necessary and informative for a given task.  
Digital tools enable new and exciting forms to be explored with novel materials seemingly impossible 
through traditional methods. Programmatic gaps, opportunities, and constraints are easily identified (if 
data being fed into the system is complete and unbiased) and connections between systems can be 
modeled, tested, and assessed for performance before a single shovel breaks the earth. Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) processes have enhanced inter-office design development, allowing for faster 
and more accurate coordination. Construction and fabrication processes have been enhanced by BIM 
technologies due to object embedded meta-data and direct fabrication methods like 3D printing, CNC 
routing, and laser cutting. 
Many students, and often practitioners, allow digital tools to replace traditional methods in analysis, 
design, and visualization processes. While new efficiencies and interactions may be made available due 
to the advent of computer-based tools, a hybrid approach co-mingling digital and traditional methods and 
processes remains a viable and attractive option. One system should not be a replacement for another, 
instead methodologies can enhance each other for a richer and more robust product.  

3 POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION – EXISTING METHODS 

Traditional behavioral mapping has been established as a method of recording site usage and 
human behavior in both design and environmental psychology studies since the mid-1960s. (Ittelson, 
Proshansky, Rivlin, & Winkel, 1970; Winkel & Sasanoff, 1966) This process of site visitation and manually 
recording behaviors and site usage (post-occupancy evaluation, or POE), while valid, has some severe 
limitations that affect the quality of the data and its validity in design decision making.  

Design firms can rarely budget for a designer’s non-billable time to visit existing designs and 
record site usage, and clients are rarely willing to include allowances for post-occupancy evaluation in 
design and administration contacts. When POE does occur, evaluators typically have limited time on site 
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across a limited number of days, conditions, and programed events. Additionally, data is only available 
from what evaluators can see at any given moment, decreasing accuracy and validity as site scales 
increase. The depth of data for an evaluation is a direct quality of the recording speed of the observer or 
the accuracy of an evaluator’s hand. Data can also be biased by the recorder, as one can unintentionally 
enhance or neglect site activity based on personal interests. Data is only available in the moment of its 
occurrence, with no ability to review or validate activity or its recording. The presence of the recorder may 
influence the behaviors of site occupants due to the Hawthorne effect, as people’s behaviors tend to 
change when they are aware of being watched. Each of these issues result in data that is easily biased 
and limited in scope of application unless evaluators are exploring specific and visible scale space or 
programming. 

Despite these issues, human observers can perform analysis simultaneous to recording usage of 
a space, assigning professional opinion and expertise to notation. Computer driven systems are only able 
to record usage “inventory” of a visible area, with analysis to be processed later. Analysis still must be 
managed and completed by a human designer since artificial intelligence systems are not yet able to 
make intuitive judgements or incorporate subjective elements into the data. 

The ubiquitousness of cell phones and the amount of data they tend to record can improve 
recording of site behaviors for post-occupancy evaluation, but this data has limitations as well. Correlating 
location data with cell phone usage has produced interesting studies (Neuhaus, 2011; Tulloch & Im, 
2019; van Zanten et al., 2016), but they are typically filtered through specific app-based lenses that fail to 
present holistic interpretations of a sites use over time or rely on evaluation methods that generate 
generalized information as opposed to element or program specific data.  

Cell phone data in the form of Location Based Services data (LBS), presents a different set of 
issues for consideration in determining human location and movement through the built environment. 
Firstly, access to LBS data is expensive and must be purchased in discreet time segments from a cellular 
service provider’s defined area independent of a designer’s boundary or locale interests. Data has 
variable accuracy depending on whether a phone has GPS enabled and the strength of its antenna, 
otherwise defaulting to location triangulation based off data transmission time pinging off service towers. 
Satellites over urban sites are heavily impacted by weather and surrounding architecture and vegetation 
“shadows,” introducing variable and unpredictable error to data results. Additionally, the use of this data 
has larger privacy concerns as data often comes with information regarding personally identifying 
information and activity outside of a study area, focus, or timeframe. LBS data is useful for studying 
trends amongst larger populations, including qualitative metrics through assigning location to social media 
posts and related events through time, but is less appropriate for granular site scale studies requiring 
higher degrees of accuracy. 

Site specific technologies involving video recording of site usage has been evolving, notably 
through SWA Group’s “Plaza Life Revisited” studies. (Schlickman & Domlesky, 2019; SWA, 2018) SWA 
investigated use of Tom Balsley’s New York City plazas, setting up a temporary camera on a pole within 
or next to the designed space to be studied, recording short segments of video, then analyzing recorded 
video once back in the office. While the findings from these studies provide great value to the practice of 
small-scale urban site design, the methodologies are difficult to transcribe to other locales and designs 
where visibility is limited, or cameras cannot be placed without disrupting site use. As the locations 
studied by SWA were in the urban public realm and cameras had not been installed as part of the initial 
project, a single portable camera was used for short time durations due to legal issues in impeding 
movement in the public realm. This observation process carries many of the same issues and errors as 
traditional POE methods though recorded video could be assessed and reassessed as needed after the 
recording was completed, resulting in a strong series of design guidelines and recommendations based 
on the study findings.  

Single camera methods as used in the SWA studies follow similar protocols to one generated and 
rejected by this research team as demonstrated in Figure 01, where video data is treated as a collection 
of individual still images instead of a linear system of images that can reference each other through time. 
While fast and accurate within a single camera’s view, this process is not viable for complex scenes or 
large scales, necessitating multi-camera systems. In a single camera system, occlusion (where a person 
is blocked from camera view by an object or another person) becomes a major issue. If not corrected for 
manually, an occluded person will not be counted as being present for a given analyzed video frame. 
Worse, if a person has an AI assigned ID number and is then occluded in the next video frame, a new ID 
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is often assigned when the person is once again visible to the camera. This results in double counting of 
people and an inability to track movement paths of people throughout the entirety of a designed space for 
later analysis. 

Figure 01: A common single camera human ID and tracking software process

While mobile and temporary single camera systems are affordable options, especially in 
situations where fixed cameras are unable to be included in a contract’s scope, the limitations and issues 
inherent to the system (limited timeframe of recording resulting in incomplete recording of use of space, 
miscounting and mis-identification due to occlusion and lighting inequalities, etc.) mean that results 
generated from its use should be used as suggestions and guidelines instead of hard and fast rules to be 
applied holistically. 

4 POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION – PROPOSED METHODS IN PROGRESS

Starting in 2018, a faculty led team of undergraduate researchers in landscape architecture, 
computer science, electrical and computer engineering, and applied statistics at Purdue University have 
been working towards addressing issues in evaluating human behaviors within the built environment. 
While the eventual goal is to deploy a system across multiple space typologies (both interior and exterior), 
the team has focused on controllable spaces on Purdue’s campus as case study to avoid public privacy 
fears and project startup slowdowns. 

The goal of the system is to develop a database of human behavior in the built environment
across a variety of spatial, cultural, and environmental conditions. This database can then be used to 
generate AI driven “actors” that can occupy and interact with an as-yet-unbuilt space or intervention in the 
landscape in order to simulate how a space may be occupied, moved through, and how it may encourage 
or inhibit human social behaviors. Simulations such as these are already part of the digital ecosystem in 
the form of video games where non-player characters are given a set of behavioral “rules” to follow in 
order to mimic personality traits and responses to a real person’s input. The database that will be 
collected will be able to act as the blueprint for randomizing behavioral traits for artificially created people 
within a digital model, allowing a designer to test various structural, programmatic, and environmental 
options as part of the iterative design process.

To achieve this goal, the study aims to answer the following questions:
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1. Can we create a better site usage observation and tracking system compared with existing 
human driven methods using video cameras and deep learning software? 

2. Can that data inform site analysis and post-occupation evaluation better than current systems 
and processes or in unexpected new contributions? 

3. Can we use this data to simulate and test proposed design options to reveal unintended design 
and usage issues before beginning construction? 

These questions will require intermediate milestones to be accomplished before the complete system 
can be realized. At this time, development is nearly finished with step 3 as outlined below: 

1. Develop a robust multi-camera reidentification system based around video camera data 
2. Record attributes of people and objects within a camera’s vision while maintaining privacy of 

people in frame 
3. Map the location of people within a defined area of the built environment in three dimensions with 

corresponding temporal data included 
4. Observe video of people within a given space and record behaviors of occupants linked with their 

AI provided ID codes. This requires expert opinion from environmental and social psychologists, 
sociologists, etc. 

5. Develop and distribute a network of sensor packages that measure temperature, humidity, air 
quality, light intensity, wind flow, and other environmental factors 

6. Compare human behaviors and activity with designed intent and environmental conditions of a 
constructed space, developing a library of designerly terms and programs that influence human 
use of space (attractors, repulsors, thresholds, gathering areas, movement areas, calm spaces, 
energetic spaces, etc.) 

7. Develop an AI actor model within an existing video game engine (Unreal, CryEngine, Unity, etc.) 
8. Recreate a real space within the game engine and run the simulation, comparing AI behaviors 

with those of the real site 
9. Make a structural change in the digital model and analyze how it changes use of a space 
10. Recreate the same change in the real environment and compare the digital and real in a test of 

accuracy and validity 

 

Figure 02: The current multi-camera workflow process 
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The system in development begins with recorded video from multiple cameras that are time-
synced to each other in a managed database (see Figure 02). From there, human figures are identified, 
given bounding boxes around the extents of their figures, and automatically cropped out of the full frame 
for system analysis. These cropped representations of people are pushed through an attribute feature 
extractor and stored with a unique ID code per individual. This process does mean that errors can arise 
when different people generate similar attributes, but the project team experience shows that the 20+ 
point attribute system (as described in Zheng, 2015) is robust enough to handle dozens of people at this 
stage of development and will become more diverse and robust as more object data options are included 
in the identifier process. At this stage, the X,Y coordinates in a 2D photographic plane are recorded for 
the lowest center point of the cropped human figure. Using standard mapping projection and correction 
formulae, these perspective distorted coordinates are converted into real world location data within a pre-
defined space. These points can be normalized and connected to draw a vector line representing the 
movement path of a person as shown in Figure 03. The system can determine movement speed from the 
distance shift between known time durations (sampled framerate), color coding lines for intensity of speed 
or in the illustrated case below, assigning random unique colors per ID. 

Figure 03: Unique ID codes in a test site using triangulated drone cameras, sampling at two 
frames per second and normalized to better describe paths of movement. Each node indicates a 
projected location with larger nodes indicating first “discovery” of a new individual to the scene 

While there are some few similar products on the market, this project differs due to its modularity 
and the multi-camera setup which increases accuracy and coverage within a study area. The metadata 
recording and output system takes post-occupancy evaluation and analysis into account from the 
beginning. Capturing features from an individual who has been identified in a scene can inform individual 
choices such as wearing long or short sleeves and whether someone is standing or sitting. As object 
detection opportunities expand in the system, determining modes of transportation (skateboards, 
scooters, bicycles, walking, running, etc.) along with carried items like backpacks, shopping bags, or cell 
phones can determine site usage or environmental reaction to conditions. Combining time stamps with 
tracked locations on a site can illustrate speed of movement which can then be interpreted into 
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differences between lingering and moving through a space. Projected locations of individuals coupled 
with time stamp data can be used to detect proximity and conformity of movement or gathering, resulting 
in identification of solitary or group size behaviors.  

With abilities to output either vector point or line data, and with Open Street Map coordination, 
data is easily usable for local analysis or web-based presentation as desired. Aiming to be software 
written by designers, for designers, the project team plans to make the ID and tracking system open 
source and available once a stable version is completed. From that stage, the team will move towards 
refinement and advanced applications that further enhance the understanding of our built environment. 

5 DISCUSSION 

At the time of publication, the project team has developed the multi-camera re-identification 
system to an acceptable accuracy rate, minimizing both false negatives and false positives though more 
work can be done streamlining the process and making it less processor intensive. Superficial human 
attributes are embedded as metadata alongside the ID code assigned by the re-ID system and no 
personally identifying information or photographic images are retained once a person leaves a study area. 
The map projection and tracking processes are complete, with output formats and visualization options 
still under discussion. Post-detection and projection options are being considered for analysis 
opportunities that can generate a series of site inventory maps that can be used for post-system analysis 
by design professionals. While much work remains to be completed towards the ultimate goals of the 
project, the progress made to date shows promise and has generated actionable data for designers to 
use in understanding the built environment in its present form. 

5.1 Opportunities & constraints of the proposed multi-camera system

Current products and processes tend to rely on either temporary cameras (that capture 
incomplete segments of use over a given time period) or solitary cameras that can suffer from incomplete 
views of space, subject occlusion, or imperfect angles or fields of view. These typical conditions can be 
worked around, but they are far from ideal. A multi-camera system can not only capture a more complete 
picture of a site at a given moment, it can increase the accuracy and breadth of the data captured 
compared with a single camera view. Multiple cameras that are networked together can triangulate an 
individual’s location and even locate a subject in three dimensions. Additionally, they can aid in data 
accuracy as multiple views can combine to generate a more valid dataset for subject identification and 
tracking as demonstrated in Figure 04 below. Each camera runs as an independent process, with each 
sending its own video through the system for analysis. Upon completion for a given time frame, output is 
compared across camera results, with those exhibiting the highest confidence score for accuracy kept 
and less accurate results dropped for that specific collection of time matched frames. This results in the 
most accurate identification possible by the system for any given time while minimizing people being 
double counted or incorrectly missing from a scene. Examples of where this methodology can provide 
benefits over single camera systems are in spaces with vegetative cover, vertical structural elements, or 
crowds that may occlude individuals from a single camera’s view. Where occlusion is likely to either 
misidentify an individual across video frames, or fail to identify them altogether, a multi-camera system 
can coordinate to foster more complete visual data across the entirety of a space. 
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Figure 04: Multi-camera identification accuracy and data validity is higher compared with a single 

camera system, solving issues of occlusion, person directionality, and out-of-frame issues 
 

Issues with identification and tracking of people and elements within a single camera system 
have largely been solved and are in the process of refining systems towards optimization. The 
introduction of multiple cameras that must work in tandem to identify and track individuals within a space 
is exponentially more complex. This proposal uses combinations of video image manipulation methods, 
machine learning algorithms, recombinant neural networks (RNNs), and coordinate projection mapping 
(all written primarily in Python and Pytorch) to provide human location and movement data across the 
entirety of a space, 24 hours a day, with consistent and repeatable results. 

Independent of whether a system uses one or multiple cameras, identification of people and 
elements (bicycles, scooters, dogs, etc.) are only as good as the data used to train the system. Once 
applied to real world conditions with variable human appearances, changes in lighting and shadow, 
occlusion, introduction of out-of-set elements, etc., accuracy and validity decreases below acceptable 
levels. These data sets can also be unintentionally biased as evidenced by difficulties in facial recognition 
by Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, and Apple, where distinct ethnic groups or genders were 
misidentified as animals or as different people. (Singer & Metz, 2019; Wong, 2019) 

There are numerous training data sets publicly available; this project has primarily used the 
Market1501 training data set (Lin et al., 2019; Zheng, 2015), but they are often developed for specific 
uses and are overly optimized to produce internal success. Market1501 was used for this study due to its 
collection of images from multiple camera sources, reflecting the style of data that will be fed into the 
proposed system. To train the system in preparation of analyzing new video data, first a series of pre-
defined images, with one person per image, is run through the system (using a Multi Granularity Network 
(MGN) or Kernel Null Foley-Sammon Transform (KN-FST)) while being told that each person to receive 
an ID is unique. Multiple images of the same person are introduced, and the resulting identifier scores are 
averaged together to generate a “true” target for that particular ID. The deep learning mechanisms of the 
software are told to attempt to move the aggregate numerical “score” of an image that represents each 
unique individual to be as close as possible within a pre-defined margin of error. Lastly, paired images of 
different people are introduced, with the system attempting to move their identifiers away from each other. 
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Once complete, the system can be checked by introducing new matched and unmatched groups of 
people into the system and seeing how well the software copes with the new data, comparing results to 
expected output metrics. Other internal validation processes are being used by the research team to 
maximize accuracy across various environmental, cultural, and spatial conditions that could influence 
system accuracy and confidence. 

Single camera systems can detect pixel-by-pixel changes across video frames to identify human 
figures and objects within a scene. Once multiple cameras are introduced, videos must share a common 
set of identified attributes to match individuals in one camera’s view with that of another camera. This 
additional complexity means that new modes of data processing must be considered to accurately 
analyze video data. 

If a designed space is controlled and all possible occupants are known in advance (as in the case 
of a secure facility or linked database), identification of individuals is a simpler task. This closed set of 
possible identities aids in the digital object detector process since it has a pre-populated gallery of images 
to match with. While ideal, a closed set system is not feasible in most designed spaces where the list of 
possible occupants can include anyone on Earth. Instead, open set solutions must be investigated, where 
the identification gallery is populated at the same time the object detection and tracker systems are 
running (see figure 05). This generates a series of issues that have dramatic impacts on the accuracy and 
validity of data output by the automated systems. This can include incorrectly creating new ID codes for 
people already identified within the scene, resulting in incomplete paths and inflated counts of people 
using the study area. 

 
Figure 05: Closed set -vs- open set systems for unknown user groups 

To date, the open set problem has resulted in various mis-identification issues due to lighting 
differences across cameras, occlusion and associated limited visible attribute features across cameras, 
and duplication of individuals within the same time and scene. Various attempts at utilizing triggers or 
“fences” that once activated, an image of a person is pushed to the attribute feature detector and 
recorded as a new individual in a space have been attempted with varying rates of success. The result of 
these efforts indicate that a plug-and-play solution is not yet feasible, and that some amount of custom 
system setup by the end user is necessary if similar systems are to be deployed in different locations. 
Current developments show promise and have acceptably low incidents of incorrect ID results. 
 
This system relies on multiple un-obstructed cameras to be installed on site, in unobtrusive locations, with 
minimal obstruction from vegetation or similar site elements. While not currently a standard in most 
design contracts, firms with strong research interests, university and corporate campuses, and 
commercial retail sites may have vested interest in what can be learned from including cameras into the 
project scope. Automated digital systems can record video and interpreting data 24 hours a day, 365 
days of the year. As long as a system remains operational, it should provide data for designers to 
interpret and analyze and from which site managers can make informed decisions.  
Even if cameras were to be placed and operated for a limited duration, the lessons learned can work to 
minimize safety issues, enhance site and program engagement, and to predict or determine maintenance 
needs before they become actual problems. These cameras would need access to a hard-wired power 
source as a solar or wind array wouldn’t be feasible for current equipment due to power needs. Wireless 
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transmission of recorded video is possible, though bandwidth is limited until 5G networks can roll out in 
full. The question of who owns the recorded data is at issue as well, whether the site owner, site 
occupant, design office, or site user is granted access or is responsible for storing the video will need to 
be determined on a case by case basis until municipal or federal data laws come into effect (similar to 
Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).  

6 PRIVACY 

While public areas and those visible from the public realm harbor no expectation of privacy for 
occupants, that does not negate privacy issues concerning who has access to the camera feeds or the 
associated data. While this study does store images at a pre-selected framerate for processing, those 
images are purged at set intervals and as individuals leave the cameras view, with filenames overwritten 
and reused to ensure no records are kept long term.  

The algorithm does not identify an individual as a specific person. Instead, data generated from 
camera views are generalized into broad characteristics associated to abstracted appearance that 
generates a unique numerical identifying code. This feature-class system of identification disassociates 
the data from an individual’s recorded image, removing most privacy concerns from consideration. In fact, 
generating attribute features from an image, then analyzing the same image does not return a result with 
100% confidence (sometimes mis-identifying a person altogether), demonstrating the disassociation 
between the data and the video representation of an individual. In addition, facial blurring processes that 
occur within the camera itself are being explored so that all recorded video is deidentified without 
affecting the validity of the data. 

It should be noted that this project does not include facial recognition tracking or technology. In 
exterior fixed view cameras, it is difficult if not impossible to record enough facial detail from an individual 
necessary to identify any specific person. Even with the current best available consumer technology, 
camera resolution is too poor to resolve a face that is only a few pixels tall. This technological limitation 
generates issues with human and element identification as well, though its impact is greatly reduced 
through multi-camera systems and cross-view validation. 

7 FUTURE STEPS AND REFINEMENTS

Recording where people are within a site does not provide enough information alone towards 
understanding how a design is utilized. The data can be automatically analyzed for movement speed, 
groupings of people -vs- solitary individuals, movement modes (walking, running, bicycle, etc.), and 
direction of focus. Even this will not provide a clear enough picture to understand human behavior within 
a determined space. Behaviors are influenced by environmental factors, so temperature, humidity, wind 
speed, and air quality monitors are necessary. Site usage changes based on local events and issues, so 
context becomes vital in coding human action (is there a nearby parade, a sporting event, a shopping 
center, etc.) Lastly, demographics have serious import into use of space. Men and women are likely to act 
and react differently to spatial organization and events, as will different age or cultural groups. 

Human tracking and movement data will be coupled with low cost and low power environmental 
sensors (currently under development) and contextual cues (building entries/exits, crosswalk zones, 
attracting or repulsing elements, seating and gathering areas, etc.) to determine how climate, 
programming, and off-site context influences on-site behavior. These sensors not only contribute to 
studies on human behavior and site programming, but they can form a larger network that evaluates 
environmental conditions on both micro and macro scales. 
Once human and environmental factors can be recorded and correlated, non-human elements and 
accessories should be identified to generate a more nuanced picture of how people use the built 
environment (see figure 06). It isn’t enough to know that people are moving through a space, their mode 
of transportation and the speed at which they’re moving are vital in determining if a design is operating as 
intended or in discovering unintended consequences of site programming and arrangement. If software 
can identify whether people are typically carrying bags, are in groups or are solitary, are looking at their 
phones, or are walking a dog, not only will post-capture analysis be more informative and descriptive, but 
the accuracy of the human detection process should increase as well due to increased detail about an 
individual and decreased “visual noise” getting in the way of a valid identification.  
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Figure 06: A single camera view running object tracking, viewing University of Illinois Alma Cam 
footage. The number above each bounding box represents confidence in identification typology.
Note the errors in ID with statues as people while missing a potted plant and the fallen bicycle.

Even with the best available current technology, the ability to operate identification, tracking, and 
projection systems in real-time are nowhere near possible. While this project aims to minimize processing 
time through code optimization, the most realistic way to deal with speed issues are to drop frames well 
below standard camera recording rates of 30 frames per second. A balance must be struck between 
feeding the system enough data to be accurate while determining the minimum amount of data necessary 
for data within an acceptable margin of error. The framerate itself is dictated automatically via a sub-
process as described by Mohan et. al. based on a user determined level of acceptable accuracy and data 
validity. (Mohan et al., 2018) Additionally, the system must include a way to address common issues like 
reflection to avoid false identifiers from distorting the data. Currently, the research team has developed a 
trial solution to this issue, as exterior reflections are typically less vibrant or saturated than the person or 
object being reflected. This should result in a lower confidence re-ID result for the reflection, removing 
that ID from consideration.

Attempts have been made by others to use machine learning algorithms to determine age and 
gender of people as well, but even with perfect lighting conditions and full frame high resolution images, 
accuracy remains well below an acceptable threshold. Once reduced resolution images (based on a 
person’s distance from the recording camera) and sub-optimal view angles are added to the recording 
and identification process of outdoor environments and spaces, these levels of data capture remain 
outside of the realm of possibility.

Tracking and projection alone does not generate actionable data for developing future designs. 
Instead, designers must analyze the data themselves through traditional methods to generate lessons 
learned of actual movement and use of a site compared with original designed intent. Additionally, 
automated findings will be coupled with site user surveys, video stream analyses, and correlating use of 
space with external programming (sporting events, class or shift scheduling, lunch times, etc.) in order to 
develop a database of common human behaviors, typical use and use groups of site amenities, and 
influences of spatial arrangement on movement and lingering behavior. This database will then be used 
to populate artificial intelligence driven “actors” for use in simulating interventions into existing spaces, 
and testing efficiency, emergency access, and intensity of use for designs under development.  
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This process, along with similar systems, can in no way automate design professions into 
obsolescence. Instead, they work to distil and improve information describing the built environment to 
enhance understanding in hopes of improving future designs. While the ultimate goals of this project will 
take years to achieve, significant milestones along the way can provide meaningful contributions to 
landscape architectural discourse, analysis, and understanding of how our impacts on the built 
environment are used. 
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